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Abstract: Particles accelerated in coronal-mass-ejection (CME) driven shocks are currently considered to be the primary
component of large solar energetic particle (SEP) events. Using a Monte Carlo method, we have simulated the diffusive
shock acceleration (DSA) of minor ions (3He2+, 4He2+, 16O6+ and 56Fe14+) and protons, where self-generated Alfvénic
turbulence allows for repeated shock crossings and acceleration to high energies. We find that the effect minor ions have
on wave generation is small but non-negligible. The primary agent in defining the maximum energy of the accelerated
ions is the outwards streaming resulting from an expanding flux tube that leads to the escape of ions from the shock. The
simulations show a cut-off energy dependence on the charge-to-mass ratio to be (Q/A)1.5, i.e., different from previous
analytical estimates based on wave-generation by protons alone and using simplifying assumptions on the form of the
wave spectrum at low wavenumbers. The minor ions in the simulation also exhibit harder energy spectra than protons,
especially during early phases of acceleration, which we identify as a result of the time-dependence of the coupled particle
acceleration and wave generation.
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1 Introduction

Particle acceleration by coronal and interplanetary shocks
driven by coronal mass ejections (CMEs) is widely ac-
cepted as the primary source of large solar energetic parti-
cle (SEP) events. Particles scatter off plasma waves, cross
the shock front repeatedly and gain energy on each cross-
ing. In large events, turbulence sufficient for extended trap-
ping can be generated by the streaming of the accelerated
particles themselves, as plasma waves in the upstream are
amplified by scattering particles. This diffusive shock ac-
celeration mechanism, as presented by, e.g., [1], has re-
cently been studied quantitatively as a model of the accel-
eration of SEPs by, e.g., [2], [3], [4] and [5].
Although the most abundant ion species in the solar wind,
proton, is likely to dominate wave generation in shocks, mi-
nor ions are scattered off the same turbulence and acceler-
ated as well. If the turbulence is proton-generated, the max-
imum rigidity obtained by the protons determines a low-
wavenumber cutoff in the spectrum of waves. It has been
suggested that this would prevent any ions from being ac-
celerated beyond the same rigidity in a quasi-parallel shock
wave (e.g., [6]). This would then lead to a dependence of
the maximum (non-relativistic) energy per nucleon of the
ions on the charge to mass ratio of the form (Q/A)2.
We present the first simulations of particle acceleration in
self-generated waves with minor ions included as particles

contributing to the wave generation process. Instead of us-
ing a full spectrum of ion species in the solar wind, we
limit ourselves to selected interesting populations, namely
3He2+, 4He2+, 16O6+ and 56Fe14+. By simulating a prop-
agating coronal shock for an extended period of time, we
investigate the spectra and maximum attained energy of
each particle population and gauge the effect each popu-
lation has on wave generation at different wavenumbers.

2 Model

We use our self-consistent Monte Carlo simulation model,
which has been described in detail elsewhere [3, 4]. The
model traces energetic particles in the guiding center ap-
proximation together with a population of resonant Alfvén
waves ahead of a parallel coronal shock that propagates at
constant speed through the corona.
Particles are traced under the influence of focusing due to
the expansion of the mean magnetic field and scattering
off the Alfvén waves. Interactions with the shock front
account for the diffusive shock acceleration process self-
consistently. Particle–shock interactions are performed so
that a propability of return is computed each time the par-
ticle reaches the distance of two scattering mean free paths
downstream from the shock. This probability of return is
then multiplied to the numerical weight of the particle and
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the particle is simulated further, but its velocity vector now
pointing towards the upstream. The shock compression ra-
tio is computed from the Rankine-Hugoniot conditions.
The frequency spectrum of Alfvén waves is propagated un-
der the WKB approximation, computing the effect of wave
growth / damping from the simulated particle distributions
and adding a small amount of diffusion in frequency space.
The latter effect is included mainly for numerical stability,
but it has been implemented so that the diffusion leads to a
spectral form consistent with the Kolmogorov cascade.
Ions are injected in front of the shock from a κ-distribution
[7] with the particle density and kinetic proton temperature
taken from a semi-empirical model [8]. Kinetic tempera-
tures for other ion species are taken to scale proportional
to mass. The values of κ, giving the asymptotic power-
law spectral index of the suprathermal particle population,
range from 6 to 2 going from 1.5 R� to 3.0 R�. In prin-
ciple, ion injection is handled automatically in our model,
but as the shock is taken simply as a discontinuity, it over-
estimates the injection of ions into the acceleration pro-
cess. For this reason, we introduced an ad-hoc injection
efficiency to the model, which is set to 1% in the present
simulations (i.e., the density of injected ions is taken as 1%
of the actual density of the species in the solar wind).

3 Results

We have run the code for three shocks with constant speeds
of 1250, 1500 and 1750 km/s and analysed the form of the
Alfvén wave and ion spectra in the upstream region in all
cases. Figs. 1 and 2 present the results for the evolution
of the wave power spectrum and the ion energy spectra at
the end of the simulation (at 640 s). The ion spectra are
integrated over the upstream region of the shock. Along
with the simulated ion spectra, we also show a fit to the
data of form

yi = CEγ
i e
−
(

Ei
Ec

)β

,

where Ec, γ and C are fitting parameters determined by a
least-squares method for a fixed value of β, which is a pa-
rameter adjusted by hand to give visually the best fit. This
parameter describes the sharpness of the cutoff in the ion
spectra.
We derive values of β that decrease as a function of simu-
lation time from 4 to 2.5. This result is in accordance with
the evolution of the wave spectrum, which shows a low-
wavenumber cutoff region that becomes increasingly wider
as the simulation goes on. The widening occurs because of
two reasons: firstly, the shock produces maximum energies
in the ion spectra at times close to 160 s. After that time,
the acceleration efficiency becomes weaker, because the in-
jection from the decreasing density of ions becomes less
intensive leading to a lower intensity of the Alfvén waves
ahead of the shock. Another process contributing to this is
frequency diffusion.
In Fig. 3, we present the evolution of the power-law spec-
tral index γ as a function of time for iron and proton. The

Figure 1: Evolution of wave power spectra close to the
shock.

Figure 2: Particle spectra integrated over the upstream re-
gion for a shock with speed 1500 km/s at 640 s after the
start of the simulation.

iron spectrum is clearly harder than the proton spectrum,
although in the simulation with the slowest shock, the iron
spectrum softens within the first 500 s to yield the same
spectral index as protons. Thus, shock-accelerated parti-
cles released ahead of the shock probably exhibit species-
dependent spectral indices.
Since the low-wavenumber cutoff in the spectrum is not
abrupt, the form of the cut-off energy (per nucleon) as
a function of charge to mass ratio is likely to be differ-
ent from the simple analytical prediction [6] of (Q/A)2.
This is confirmed by our analysis shown in Fig. 4. The
shock speed has an infulence on the power-law index ob-
tained, but our analysis is broadly consistent with Ec/A ∝
(Q/A)1.5.
We have also studied the effect of minor ions on wave
generation by computing the growth rates of different ion
species separately. The effect of minor ions on wave gen-
eration is small but non-negligible. Helium ions contribute
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Figure 3: Temporal evolution of spectral index γ for H+

and 56Fe14+ populations, as fitted to the power-law section
of the particle spectra.

somewhat to the wave growth rates at all frequencies. Es-
pecially at low frequencies close to the shock the waves
generated by ions with progressively lower values of Q/A
start to contribute significantly to the spectrum. For normal
coronal/solar-wind abundances the effect of minor ions is a
first-order correction to the model, but for any abundance
anomalies the effect should be kept in mind when modeling
the self-consistent coronal shock acceleration.

4 Conclusions and Outlook

We have performed self-consistent Monte Carlo simula-
tions on ion acceleration at parallel coronal shocks prop-
agating at speeds typical to CMEs. The model implements
a seed population consisting of a thermal core component
and a suprathermal tail (modeled as a kappa function). We
find that the energy spectra of the upstream ions acceler-
ated at the shock are hardening with decreasing Q/A and
that the form of the cut-off energy as a function of Q/A dif-
fers from the simple analytical estimates presented earlier.

Figure 4: Cutoff energy (per nucleon) as a function of
charge to mass ratio at 640 s after the start of the simu-
lation.

In future, the simulations should include a more realistic
description of the shock normal angle, allowing phases of
oblique propagation to be included, since the shock normal
angle affects both the injection and the acceleration effi-
ciency of the shock. From the point of view of injection,
microphysical processes at the shock front should also be
modeled.
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